TO STRETCH THE BELT, USE THE PROGRESSIVE NUMERATION AND THE DIRECTION ARROWS ON THE BUCKLE.

1. Following the arrow (1) insert the extremity of the belt from the inner side towards the external part of the buckle (between the sewn stirrup and the moving part). From the external side follow the arrow and go back to the inner side between the arrows (3 and 4).

2. Pass through the opening marked by the arrow (3) and let the belt glide.

3. At this point stretch firmly in the indicated direction, so to let the belt firmly adhere to the tank.

4. Keep the belt stretched, follow the arrow (4) and go back to the external side.

5. Pull firmly and let the buckle overturn.

6. The buckle will close with a sharp click, blocking the back-pack on the tank.

7. The fastening is assured. Fix the exceeding belt to the apposite Velcro cloth.
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